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U 8s 

UBIETIES BEEIISTU UBIETY, state of having definite location [n] 

UBIQUITY BIIQTUUY state of being everywhere at same time [n -TIES] 

UDOMETER DEEMORTU rain gauge [n -S] 

UDOMETRY DEMORTUY measurement of rain [n -RIES] 

UGLIFIED DEFGIILU UGLIFY, to make ugly [v] 

UGLIFIER EFGIILRU one that uglifies (to make ugly) [n -S]  

UGLIFIES EFGIILSU UGLIFY, to make ugly [v] 

UGLINESS EGILNSSU state of being ugly (displeasing to sight) [n -ES] 

UINTAITE AEIINTTU variety of asphalt [n -S]  

UKELELES EEEKLLSU UKELELE, ukulele (small guitar-like instrument) [n] 

UKULELES EEKLLSUU UKULELE, small guitar-like instrument [n] 

ULCERATE ACEELRTU to ulcer (to affect with ulcer (type of lesion)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ULCERING CEGILNRU ULCER, to affect with ulcer (type of lesion) [v] 

ULCEROUS CELORSUU being or affected with ulcer [adj] 

ULEXITES EEILSTUX ULEXITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ULTERIOR EILORRTU more remote [adj] 

ULTIMACY ACILMTUY ultimate [n -CIES] 

ULTIMATA AAILMTTU final proposals [n ULTIMATA] 

ULTIMATE AEILMTTU to come to end [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ULTISOLS ILLOSSTU ULTISOL, reddish-yellow acid soil [n] 

ULTRADRY ADLRRTUY extremely dry [adj] 

ULTRAHIP AHILPRTU extremely hip [adj] 

ULTRAHOT AHLORTTU extremely hot [adj] 

ULTRAISM AILMRSTU advocacy of extreme measures [n -S] 

ULTRAIST AILRSTTU advocate of extreme measures [n -S] 

ULTRALOW ALLORTUW extremely low [adj] 

ULTRARED ADELRRTU infrared (part of invisible spectrum) [n -S] 

ULULATED ADELLTUU ULULATE, to howl (to cry like dog) [v] 

ULULATES AELLSTUU ULULATE, to howl (to cry like dog) [v] 

UMANGITE AEGIMNTU mineral consisting of copper selenide [n -S] 

UMBELLAR ABELLMRU UMBEL, type of flower cluster [adj] 

UMBELLED BDEELLMU UMBEL, type of flower cluster [adj] 

UMBELLET BEELLMTU small umbel [n -S] 

UMBELULE BEELLMUU secondary umbel [n -S] 

UMBERING BEGIMNRU UMBER, to color with brown pigment [v] 

UMBILICI BCIIILMU navels (depression in abdomen) [n UMBILICI] 

UMBONATE ABEMNOTU UMBO, rounded elevation at center of shield [adj] 

UMBRAGES ABEGMRSU UMBRAGE, resentment [n] 

UMBRELLA ABELLMRU to provide with umbrella (portable cover for protection from rain or sun) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UMBRETTE BEEMRTTU wading bird [n -S] 

UMLAUTED ADELMTUU UMLAUT, to modify vowel sound by partial assimilation to succeeding sound [v] 

UMPIRAGE AEGIMPRU function of umpire [n -S] 

UMPIRING GIIMNPRU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UMPTIEST EIMPSTTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UMTEENTH EEHMNTTU in indefinite but not early position in sequence [adj] 
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UNABATED AABDENTU not abated (to reduce in degree or intensity) [adj] 

UNABUSED ABDENSUU not abused (to use wrongly or improperly) [adj] 

UNACIDIC ACCDIINU not acidic (sour (sharp or biting to taste)) [adj] 

UNAFRAID AADFINRU not afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

UNAGEING AEGGINNU not ageing (to grow old) [adj] 

UNAGREED ADEEGNRU not agreed (to have same opinion) [adj] 

UNAKITES AEIKNSTU UNAKITE, igneous rock [n] 

UNALLIED ADEILLNU not allied (to unite in formal relationship) [adj] 

UNAMAZED AADEMNUZ not amazed (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [adj] 

UNAMUSED ADEMNSUU not amused (to occupy pleasingly) [adj] 

UNANCHOR ACHNNORU to loosen from anchor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNANELED ADEELNNU not having received sacrament of anointing of sick [adj] 

UNARCHED ACDEHNRU not arched (to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening)) [adj] 

UNARGUED ADEGNRUU not argued (to present reasons for or against) [adj] 

UNARMING AGIMNNRU UNARM, to disarm (to deprive of weapons) [v] 

UNARTFUL AFLNRTUU not artful (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

UNATONED ADENNOTU not atoned (to make amends or reparation) [adj] 

UNAVOWED ADENOUVW not avowed (to declare openly) [adj] 

UNAWAKED AADEKNUW not awaked (to wake up) [adj] 

UNAWARES AAENRSUW without warning [adv] 

UNBACKED ABCDEKNU not backed (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [adj] 

UNBALING ABGILNNU UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [v] 

UNBANDED ABDDENNU not banded (to decorate with flexible strips of material) [adj] 

UNBANNED ABDENNNU not banned (to prohibit (to forbid by authority)) [adj] / UNBAN, to remove prohibition against [v] 

UNBARBED ABBDENRU not barbed (to furnish with barb (sharp projection)) [adj] 

UNBARRED ABDENRRU UNBAR, to remove bar from [v] 

UNBASTED ABDENSTU not basted (to sew loosely together) [adj] 

UNBATHED ABDEHNTU not bathed (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [adj] 

UNBEARED ABDEENRU UNBEAR, to free from pressure of rein [v] 

UNBEATEN ABEENNTU not beaten (to strike repeatedly) [adj] 

UNBELIEF BEEFILNU lack of belief [n -S] 

UNBELTED BDEELNTU UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

UNBENDED BDDEENNU UNBEND, to make or allow to become straight [v] 

UNBENIGN BEGINNNU not benign (kind (having gentle, giving nature)) [adj] 

UNBIASED ABDEINSU not biased (to prejudice) [adj] 

UNBIDDEN BDDEINNU not invited (to request presence of) [adj] 

UNBILLED BDEILLNU not billed (to present statement of costs to) [adj] 

UNBITTED BDEINTTU not bitted (to seize with teeth) [adj] 

UNBITTEN BEINNTTU not bitten (to seize with teeth) [adj] 

UNBITTER BEINRTTU not bitter (having a disagreeable taste) [adj] 

UNBLAMED ABDELMNU not blamed (to find fault with) [adj] 

UNBLINDS BDILNNSU UNBLIND, to free from blindness or illusion [v] 

UNBLOCKS BCKLNOSU UNBLOCK, to free from being blocked [v] 

UNBLOODY BDLNOOUY not bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

UNBOBBED BBBDENOU not bobbed (to move up and down) [adj] 

UNBODIED BDDEINOU having no body [adj] 
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UNBOILED BDEILNOU not boiled (to vaporize liquid) [adj] 

UNBOLTED BDELNOTU UNBOLT, to open by withdrawing bolt (metal bar) [v] -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBONDED BDDENNOU not bonded (to join together) [adj] 

UNBONNET BENNNOTU to uncover head [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBOOTED BDENOOTU not booted (to load program into computer) [adj] 

UNBOSOMS BMNOOSSU UNBOSOM, to reveal (to make known) [v] 

UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBOUGHT BGHNOTUU not bought (to purchase (to acquire by payment of money)) [adj] 

UNBOUNCY BCNNOUUY not bouncy (tending to bounce) [adj] 

UNBOWING BGINNOUW not bowing (to bend forward) [adj] 

UNBOXING BGINNOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNBRACED ABCDENRU UNBRACE, to free from braces [v] 

UNBRACES ABCENRSU UNBRACE, to free from braces [v] 

UNBRAIDS ABDINRSU UNBRAID, to separate strands of [v] 

UNBRAKED ABDEKNRU UNBRAKE, to release brake [v] 

UNBRAKES ABEKNRSU UNBRAKE, to release brake [v] 

UNBREECH BCEEHNRU to remove breeches of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNBRIDLE BDEILNRU to set loose [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBRIGHT BGHINRTU not bright (emitting much light) [adj] 

UNBROKEN BEKNNORU not broken (shattered) [adj] 

UNBUCKLE BCEKLNUU to loosen buckle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBUILDS BDILNSUU UNBUILD, to demolish (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

UNBUNDLE BDELNNUU to price separately [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBURDEN BDENNRUU to free from burden [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBURIED BDEINRUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURIES BEINRSUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURNED BDENNRUU not burned (to destroy by fire) [adj] 

UNBUSTED BDENSTUU not busted (to burst (to break open suddenly or violently)) [adj] 

UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCAGING ACGGINNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCAKING ACGIKNNU UNCAKE, to break up cake (block of compacted matter) [v] 

UNCALLED ACDELLNU not called (to summon (to order to appear)) [adj] 

UNCANDID ACDDINNU not candid (frank and sincere) [adj] 

UNCANNED ACDENNNU not canned (to put in can (cylindrical container)) [adj] 

UNCAPPED ACDENPPU UNCAP, to remove cap from [v] 

UNCARDED ACDDENRU not carded (to provide with card (stiff piece of paper)) [adj] 

UNCARING ACGINNRU not caring (to be concerned or interested) [adj] 

UNCARTED ACDENRTU not carted (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [adj] 

UNCARVED ACDENRUV not carved (to form by cutting) [adj] 

UNCASHED ACDEHNSU not cashed (to convert into cash (ready money)) [adj] 

UNCASING ACGINNSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

UNCASKED ACDEKNSU not casked (to store in cask (strong barrel)) [adj] 

UNCATCHY ACCHNTUY not catchy (pleasing and easily remembered) [adj] 

UNCAUGHT ACGHNTUU not caught (to capture after pursuit) [adj] 

UNCAUSED ACDENSUU not caused (to bring about) [adj] 

UNCHAINS ACHINNSU UNCHAIN, to free by removing chain [v] 
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UNCHAIRS ACHINRSU UNCHAIR, to remove from chairmanship [v] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNCHARGE ACEGHNRU to acquit (to free or clear from charge of fault or crime) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UNCHASTE ACEHNSTU not chaste (morally pure) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNCHEWED CDEEHNUW not chewed (to crush or grind with teeth) [adj] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNCHOKED CDEHKNOU UNCHOKE, to free from obstruction [v] 

UNCHOKES CEHKNOSU UNCHOKE, to free from obstruction [v] 

UNCHOSEN CEHNNOSU not chosen (to take by preference) [adj] 

UNCHURCH CCHHNRUU to expel from church [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCIALLY ACILLNUY in uncial style [adv] 

UNCIFORM CFIMNORU bone of wrist [n -S] 

UNCINATE ACEINNTU bent at end like hook [adj] 

UNCLAMPS ACLMNPSU UNCLAMP, to free from clamp [v] 

UNCLASPS ACLNPSSU UNCLASP, to free from clasp [v] 

UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY not classy (stylish; elegant) [adj] 

UNCLAWED ACDELNUW not clawed (to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails)) [adj] 

UNCLENCH CCEHLNNU to open from clenched position [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLINCH CCHILNNU to unclench (to open from clenched position) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLOAKS ACKLNOSU UNCLOAK, to remove cloak from [v] 

UNCLONED CDELNNOU not made by cloning [adj]  

UNCLOSED CDELNOSU UNCLOSE, to open (to cause to become open) [v] 

UNCLOSES CELNOSSU UNCLOSE, to open (to cause to become open) [v] 

UNCLOTHE CEHLNOTU to divest of clothing [v -D, -LAD, -HING, -S] 

UNCLOUDS CDLNOSUU UNCLOUD, to free from clouds [v] 

UNCLOUDY CDLNOUUY not cloudy (overcast with clouds) [adj] 

UNCLOYED CDELNOUY not cloyed (to gratify beyond desire) [adj] 

UNCOATED ACDENOTU not coated (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [adj] 

UNCOCKED CCDEKNOU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

UNCOFFIN CFFINNOU to remove from coffin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCOILED CDEILNOU UNCOIL, to release from coiled position [v] 

UNCOINED CDEINNOU not coined (to make coins (metal currency)) [adj] 

UNCOMBED BCDEMNOU not combed (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [adj] 

UNCOMELY CELMNOUY not comely (pleasing to look at) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNCOMMON CMMNNOOU not common (ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNCOOKED CDEKNOOU not cooked (to prepare food by heating) [adj] 

UNCOOLED CDELNOOU not cooled (to make less warm) [adj] 

UNCORKED CDEKNORU UNCORK, to draw cork [v] 

UNCOUPLE CELNOPUU to disconnect [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCOVERS CENORSUV UNCOVER, to remove covering from [v] 

UNCRATED ACDENRTU UNCRATE, to remove from crate [v] 

UNCRATES ACENRSTU UNCRATE, to remove from crate [v] 

UNCREATE ACEENRTU to deprive of existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNCREWED CDEENRUW not crewed (to serve aboard ship) [adj] 

UNCROWNS CNNORSUW UNCROWN, to deprive of crown [v] 

UNCTIONS CINNOSTU UNCTION, act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n] 
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UNCTUOUS CNOSTUUU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

UNCUFFED CDEFFNUU lacking cuffs [adj] / UNCUFF, to remove handcuffs from [v] 

UNCURBED BCDENRUU UNCURB, to remove restraints from [v] 

UNCURLED CDELNRUU UNCURL, to straighten curls of [v] 

UNCURSED CDENRSUU not cursed (wicked (evil (morally bad))) [adj] 

UNDAMPED ADDEMNPU not damped (to lessen in intensity) [adj] 

UNDARING ADGINNRU not daring (to have necessary courage) [adj] 

UNDECKED CDDEEKNU not decked (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [adj] 

UNDELETE DEEELNTU to cancel deletion of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDENIED DDEEINNU not denied (to declare to be untrue) [adj] 

UNDENTED DDEENNTU not dented (to make depression in) [adj] 

UNDERACT ACDENRTU to act subtly and with restraint [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNDERAGE ADEEGNRU shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

UNDERARM ADEMNRRU armpit (hollow under arm at shoulder) [n -S] 

UNDERATE ADEENRTU UNDEREAT, to eat insufficient amount [v] 

UNDERBID BDDEINRU to bid lower than [v UNDERBID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERBUD BDDENRUU to bud from beneath [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

UNDERBUY BDENRUUY to buy at lower price than [v -BOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

UNDERCUT CDENRTUU to cut under [v UNDERCUT, -ING, -S] 

UNDERDID DDDEINRU UNDERDO, to do insufficiently [v] 

UNDERDOG DDEGNORU one who is expected to lose [n -S] 

UNDEREAT ADEENRTU to eat insufficient amount [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

UNDERFED DDEEFNRU fed insufficient amount [adj] / UNDERFEED, to feed insufficient amount [v] 

UNDERFUR DEFNRRUU thick, soft fur beneath outer coat of certain mammals [n -S] 

UNDERGOD DDEGNORU lesser god [n -S] 

UNDERJAW ADEJNRUW lower jaw [n -S] 

UNDERLAP ADELNPRU to extend partly under [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNDERLAY ADELNRUY UNDERLIE, to lie under [v] / to place under [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERLET DEELNRTU to lease at less than usual value [v UNDERLET, -ING, -S] 

UNDERLIE DEEILNRU to lie under [v -LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 

UNDERLIP DEILNPRU lower lip [n -S] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNDERMAN ADEMNNRU to fail to provide with enough workers [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERPAD ADDENPRU layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 

UNDERPAY ADENPRUY to pay less than is deserved [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERPIN DEINNPRU to support from below [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERRAN ADENNRRU UNDERRUN, to pass or extend under [v] 

UNDERRUN DENNRRUU to pass or extend under [v -RRAN, -ING, -S] 

UNDERSEA ADEENRSU beneath surface of sea [adv] 

UNDERSET DEENRSTU to place under something [v -TTING, -S] 

UNDERSOW DENORSUW to sow land already seeded with later-growing crop [v -ED, -N -ING, -S] 

UNDERTAX ADENRTUX to tax less than usual amount [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNDERTOW DENORTUW seaward pull of receding waves breaking on shore [n -S] 

UNDERUSE DEENRSUU to use less than fully [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNDERWAY ADENRUWY in progress [adv] 

UNDEVOUT DENOTUUV not devout (pious (marked by religious reverence)) [adj] 
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UNDIMMED DDEIMMNU not dimmed (to make dim) [adj] 

UNDOABLE ABDELNOU not doable (able to be done) [adj] 

UNDOCILE CDEILNOU not docile (easily trained) [adj] 

UNDOCKED CDDEKNOU UNDOCK, to move away from dock [v] 

UNDOINGS DGINNOSU UNDOING, cause of ruin [n] 

UNDOTTED DDENOTTU not dotted (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [adj] 

UNDOUBLE BDELNOUU to unfold (to open something that is folded) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNDRAPED ADDENPRU UNDRAPE, to strip of drapery [v] 

UNDRAPES ADENPRSU UNDRAPE, to strip of drapery [v] 

UNDREAMT ADEMNRTU not dreamt (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [adj] 

UNDUBBED BBDDENUU not dubbed (to confer knighthood on) [adj] 

UNDULANT ADLNNTUU undulating [adj] 

UNDULATE ADELNTUU to move with wavelike motion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDULLED DDELLNUU not dulled (to make less sharp) [adj] 

UNDULOUS DLNOSUUU undulating [adj] 

UNEARNED ADEENNRU not earned (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [adj] 

UNEARTHS AEHNRSTU UNEARTH, to dig up [v] 

UNEASIER AEEINRSU UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adj] 

UNEASILY AEILNSUY UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adv] 

UNEDIBLE BDEEILNU not edible [adj] 

UNEDITED DDEEINTU not edited (to correct and prepare for publication) [adj] 

UNENDING DEGINNNU not ending (to terminate) [adj] 

UNENVIED DEEINNUV not envied (to be envious of) [adj] 

UNEQUALS AELNQSUU UNEQUAL, one that is not equal to another [n] 

UNERASED ADEENRSU not erased (to rub or scrape out) [adj] 

UNEROTIC CEINORTU not erotic [adj] 

UNERRING EGINNRRU not erring (to make mistake) [adj] 

UNEVADED ADDEENUV not evaded (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [adj] 

UNEVENER EEENNRUV UNEVEN, EVEN, flat and smooth [adj] 

UNEVENLY EELNNUVY not evenly (in even (flat and smooth) manner) [adv] 

UNEXOTIC CEINOTUX not exotic [adj] 

UNEXPERT EENPRTUX not expert (to serve as authority) [adj] 

UNFADING ADFGINNU not fading (to lose color or brightness) [adj] 

UNFAIRER AEFINRRU UNFAIR, FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

UNFAIRLY AFILNRUY not fairly (in fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) manner) [adv] 

UNFAITHS AFHINSTU UNFAITH, lack of faith [n] 

UNFALLEN AEFLLNNU not fallen (to descend under force of gravity) [adj] 

UNFAMOUS AFMNOSUU not famous (well-known) [adj] 

UNFASTEN AEFNNSTU to release from fastenings [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFEARED ADEEFNRU not feared (to be afraid of) [adj] 

UNFELTED DEEFLNTU not felted (to perceive through sense of touch) [adj] 

UNFENCED CDEEFNNU UNFENCE, to remove fence from [v] 

UNFENCES CEEFNNSU UNFENCE, to remove fence from [v] 

UNFETTER EEFNRTTU to free from fetters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFILIAL AFIILLNU not filial (pertaining to son or daughter) [adj] 

UNFILLED DEFILLNU not filled (to put as much as can be held into) [adj] 
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UNFILMED DEFILMNU not filmed (to make motion picture) [adj] 

UNFISHED DEFHINSU not fished (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [adj] 

UNFITTED DEFINTTU UNFIT, to make unsuitable [v] 

UNFIXING FGIINNUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

UNFLAWED ADEFLNUW not flawed (to produce flaw (imperfection) in) [adj] 

UNFLEXED DEEFLNUX not flexed (to bend (to curve)) [adj] 

UNFLUTED DEFLNTUU not fluted (to play on flute (woodwind instrument)) [adj] 

UNFOILED DEFILNOU not foiled (to prevent success of) [adj] 

UNFOLDED DDEFLNOU UNFOLD, to open something that is folded [v] 

UNFOLDER DEFLNORU one that unfolds (to open something that is folded) [n -S] 

UNFOLLOW FLLNOOUW to stop following online [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love)) manner) [adv]  

UNFORCED CDEFNORU not forced (to overcome resistance by exertion of strength) [adj] 

UNFORGED DEFGNORU not forged (to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes) [adj] 

UNFORGOT FGNOORTU not forgotten (to fail to remember) [adj] 

UNFORKED DEFKNORU not forked (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [adj] 

UNFORMED DEFMNORU not formed (to produce (to bring into existence)) [adj] 

UNFOUGHT FGHNOTUU not fought (to attempt to defeat adversary) [adj] 

UNFRAMED ADEFMNRU not framed (to construct by putting together various parts) [adj] 

UNFREEZE EEEFNRUZ to cause to thaw [v -ROZE, -ROZEN, -ING, -S] 

UNFRIEND DEFINNRU to defriend (to remove (person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFROCKS CFKNORSU UNFROCK, to divest of ecclesiastical authority [v] 

UNFROZEN EFNNORUZ UNFREEZE, to cause to thaw [v] 

UNFUNDED DDEFNNUU not funded (to provide money for) [adj] 

UNFURLED DEFLNRUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UNFUSSED DEFNSSUU not fussed (to be overly concerned with small details) [adj]  

UNGAINLY AGILNNUY awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNGALLED ADEGLLNU not galled (to vex or irritate) [adj] 

UNGARBED ABDEGNRU not garbed (to clothe (to provide with clothing)) [adj] 

UNGAZING AGGINNUZ not gazing (to look intently) [adj] 

UNGELDED DDEEGLNU not gelded (to castrate (to remove testes of)) [adj] 

UNGENIAL AEGILNNU not genial (having pleasant or friendly manner) [adj] 

UNGENTLE EEGLNNTU not gentle (mild (not harsh or rough)) [adj] 

UNGENTLY EGLNNTUY not gently (mild (not harsh or rough)) [adv] 

UNGIFTED DEFGINTU not gifted (to present with gift (something given without charge)) [adj] 

UNGIRDED DDEGINRU UNGIRD, to remove belt from [v] 

UNGIVING GGIINNUV not giving (to transfer freely to another's possession) [adj] 

UNGLAZED ADEGLNUZ not glazed (to fit windows with glass panes) [adj] 

UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj]  

UNGLOVED DEGLNOUV UNGLOVE, to uncover by removing glove [v] 

UNGLOVES EGLNOSUV UNGLOVE, to uncover by removing glove [v] 

UNGLUING GGILNNUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGOTTEN EGNNOTTU not obtained (to gain possession of) [adj] 

UNGOWNED DEGNNOUW not gowned (to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment)) [adj] 

UNGRACED ACDEGNRU not graced (to give beauty to) [adj] 
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UNGRADED ADDEGNRU not graded (to arrange in steps or degrees) [adj] 

UNGREEDY DEEGNRUY not greedy (marked by greed) [adj] 

UNGROUND DGNNORUU not ground (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [adj] 

UNGROUPS GNOPRSUU UNGROUP, to separate from group [v] 

UNGUARDS ADGNRSUU UNGUARD, to leave unprotected [v] 

UNGUENTA AEGNNTUU ointments (viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic) [n UNGUENTA] 

UNGUENTS EGNNSTUU UNGUENT, ointment (viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic) [n] 

UNGUIDED DDEGINUU not guided (to show way to) [adj] 

UNGULATE AEGLNTUU hoofed mammal [n -S] 

UNHAILED ADEHILNU not hailed (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [adj] 

UNHAIRED ADEHINRU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNHAIRER AEHINRRU one that unhairs (to remove hair from) [n -S] 

UNHALLOW AHLLNOUW to profane (to treat with irreverence or abuse) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNHALVED ADEHLNUV not halved (to divide into two equal parts) [adj] 

UNHANDED ADDEHNNU UNHAND, to remove hand from [v] 

UNHANGED ADEGHNNU UNHANG, to detach from hanging support [v] 

UNHAPPEN AEHNNPPU to become as though never having happened [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNHARMED ADEHMNRU not harmed (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [adj] 

UNHASPED ADEHNPSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHATTED ADEHNTTU UNHAT, to remove one's hat [v] 

UNHEALED ADEEHLNU not healed (to make sound or whole) [adj] 

UNHEALTH AEHHLNTU state of ill health [n -S] 

UNHEATED ADEEHNTU not heated (to make hot) [adj] 

UNHEDGED DDEEGHNU not hedged (to surround with hedge (dense row of shrubs)) [adj] 

UNHEEDED DDEEEHNU not heeded (to pay attention to) [adj] 

UNHELMED DEEHLMNU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHELPED DEEHLNPU not helped (to give assistance to) [adj] 

UNHEROIC CEHINORU not heroic [adj] 

UNHINGED DEGHINNU UNHINGE, to remove from hinges [v] 

UNHINGES EGHINNSU UNHINGE, to remove from hinges [v] 

UNHIPPER EHINPPRU UNHIP, HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

UNHOLIER EHILNORU UNHOLY, HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

UNHOLILY HILLNOUY not holily (in holy (having divine nature or origin) manner) [adv] 

UNHOODED DDEHNOOU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNHOOKED DEHKNOOU UNHOOK, to remove from hook [v] 

UNHORSED DEHNORSU UNHORSE, to cause to fall from horse [v] 

UNHORSES EHNORSSU UNHORSE, to cause to fall from horse [v] 

UNHOUSED DEHNOSUU UNHOUSE, to deprive of protective shelter [v] 

UNHOUSES EHNOSSUU UNHOUSE, to deprive of protective shelter [v] 

UNHUSKED DEHKNSUU UNHUSK, to remove husk from [v] 

UNIALGAL AAGILLNU pertaining to single algal cell [adj] 

UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj] 

UNIBROWS BINORSUW UNIBROW, single continuous eyebrow formed when hair grows above bridge of nose [n] 

UNICOLOR CILNOORU of one color [adj] 

UNICORNS CINNORSU UNICORN, mythical horselike creature [n] 

UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 
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UNIDEAED ADDEEINU lacking ideas (conception existing in mind) [adj] 

UNIFACES ACEFINSU UNIFACE, coin having design on only one side [n] 

UNIFIERS EFIINRSU UNIFIER, one that unifies (to make into coherent whole) [n] 

UNIFILAR AFIILNRU having only one thread, wire, or fiber [adj] 

UNIFORMS FIMNORSU UNIFORM, to make uniform [v] 

UNIFYING FGIINNUY UNIFY, to make into coherent whole [v] 

UNILOBED BDEILNOU having one lobe [adj] 

UNIMBUED BDEIMNUU not imbued (to make thoroughly wet) [adj] 

UNIMODAL ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj] 

UNINSTAL AILNNSTU to remove file or application from computer [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNIONISE EIINNOSU to unionize (to form into union) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNIONISM IIMNNOSU principle of forming union [n -S] 

UNIONIST IINNOSTU advocate of unionism [n -S] 

UNIONIZE EIINNOUZ to form into union [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UNIPOLAR AILNOPRU showing only one kind of polarity [adj] 

UNIQUELY EILNQUUY UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adv] 

UNIQUEST EINQSTUU UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 

UNIRONED DEINNORU not ironed (to furnish with iron (metallic element)) [adj] 

UNIRONIC CIINNORU not ironic (pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said)) [adj] 

UNISEXES EEINSSUX UNISEX, condition of not being distinguishable as to sex [n] 

UNISONAL AILNNOSU UNISON, complete agreement [adj] 

UNISSUED DEINSSUU not issued (to come forth) [adj] 

UNITAGES AEGINSTU UNITAGE, amount in units [n] 

UNITARDS ADINRSTU UNITARD, leotard that also covers legs [n] 

UNITEDLY DEILNTUY UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole [adv] 

UNITIZED DEIINTUZ UNITIZE, to divide into units [v] 

UNITIZER EIINRTUZ one that unitizes (to divide into units) [n -S] 

UNITIZES EIINSTUZ UNITIZE, to divide into units [v] 

UNITRUST INRSTTUU type of annuity trust [n -S] 

UNIVALVE AEILNUVV mollusk having single shell [n -S] 

UNIVERSE EEINRSUV totality of all existing things [n -S] 

UNIVOCAL ACILNOUV word having only one meaning [n -S] 

UNJAMMED ADEJMMNU UNJAM, to undo things tightly crammed together [v] 

UNJOINED DEIJNNOU not joined (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [adj] 

UNJOINTS IJNNOSTU UNJOINT, to separate at juncture [v] 

UNJOYFUL FJLNOUUY not joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adj] 

UNJUDGED DDEGJNUU not judged (to decide on critically) [adj] 

UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY not justly (in just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) manner) [adv] 

UNKEELED DEEEKLNU not keeled (to capsize (to overturn)) [adj] 

UNKENNED DEEKNNNU not known or recognized [adj] 

UNKENNEL EEKLNNNU to release from kennel [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

UNKINDER DEIKNNRU UNKIND, KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

UNKINDLY DIKLNNUY not kindly [adv -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNKINGLY GIKLNNUY not kingly (of or befitting king) [adj] 

UNKINKED DEIKKNNU UNKINK, to remove curls from [v] 

UNKISSED DEIKNSSU not kissed (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [adj] 
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UNKNOWNS KNNNOSUW UNKNOWN, one that is not known [n] 

UNKOSHER EHKNORSU not kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [adj] 

UNLACING ACGILNNU UNLACE, to unfasten laces of [v] 

UNLADING ADGILNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLASHED ADEHLNSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNLASHES AEHLNSSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNLAWFUL AFLLNUUW not lawful (allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community)) [adj] 

UNLAYING AGILNNUY UNLAY, to untwist (to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of)) [v] 

UNLEADED ADDEELNU product containing no lead [n -S] / UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLEARNS AELNNRSU UNLEARN, to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v] 

UNLEARNT AELNNRTU UNLEARN, to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v] 

UNLEASED ADEELNSU not leased (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [adj] 

UNLETHAL AEHLLNTU not lethal [adj] 

UNLETTED DEELNTTU not letted (to hinder (to impede)) [adj] 

UNLEVELS EELLNSUV UNLEVEL, to make uneven [v] 

UNLEVIED DEEILNUV not levied (to impose or collect by legal authority) [adj] 

UNLICKED CDEIKLNU not licked (to pass tongue over surface of) [adj] 

UNLIKELY EIKLLNUY not likely (probable) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNLIMBER BEILMNRU to prepare for action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNLINKED DEIKLNNU UNLINK, to unfasten links (connecting devices) of [v] 

UNLISTED DEILNSTU not listed (to write down in particular order) [adj] 

UNLIVELY EILLNUVY not lively (full of energy) [adj] 

UNLIVING GIILNNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLOADED ADDELNOU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNLOADER ADELNORU one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n -S] 

UNLOCKED CDEKLNOU UNLOCK, to unfasten lock of [v] 

UNLOOSED DELNOOSU UNLOOSE, to set free [v] 

UNLOOSEN ELNNOOSU to unloose (to set free) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNLOOSES ELNOOSSU UNLOOSE, to set free [v] 

UNLOVELY ELLNOUVY not lovely (beautiful) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNLOVING GILNNOUV not loving (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNMAILED ADEILMNU not mailed (to send by governmental postal system) [adj] 

UNMAKERS AEKMNRSU UNMAKER, one that unmakes (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

UNMAKING AGIKMNNU UNMAKE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

UNMANFUL AFLMNNUU not manful (courageous) [adj] 

UNMANNED ADEMNNNU UNMAN, to deprive of courage [v] 

UNMAPPED ADEMNPPU not mapped (to delineate on map (representation of region)) [adj] 

UNMARKED ADEKMNRU not marked (to make visible impression on) [adj] 

UNMARRED ADEMNRRU not marred (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [adj] 

UNMASKED ADEKMNSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S] 

UNMATTED ADEMNTTU not matted (to pack down into dense mass) [adj] 

UNMEETLY EELMNTUY UNMEET, improper (not proper (suitable (appropriate))) [adv] 

UNMELLOW ELLMNOUW not mellow (soft and full-flavored from ripeness) [adj] 

UNMELTED DEELMNTU not melted (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [adj] 

UNMENDED DDEEMNNU not mended (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [adj] 
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UNMESHED DEEHMNSU UNMESH, to disentangle (to undo entanglement) [v] 

UNMESHES EEHMNSSU UNMESH, to disentangle (to undo entanglement) [v] 

UNMEWING EGIMNNUW UNMEW, to set free [v] 

UNMILLED DEILLMNU not milled (to grind by mechanical means) [adj] 

UNMINGLE EGILMNNU to separate things that are mixed [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNMITERS EIMNRSTU UNMITER, to depose from rank of bishop [v] 

UNMITRED DEIMNRTU UNMITRE, to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v] 

UNMITRES EIMNRSTU UNMITRE, to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v] 

UNMIXING GIIMNNUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNMODISH DHIMNOSU not modish (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] 

UNMOLDED DDELMNOU UNMOLD, to remove from mold [v] 

UNMOLTEN ELMNNOTU not molten (made liquid by heat) [adj] 

UNMOORED DEMNOORU UNMOOR, to release from moorings [v] 

UNMOULDS DLMNOSUU UNMOULD, to unmold (to remove from mold) [v] 

UNMOVING GIMNNOUV not moving (to change from one position to another) [adj] 

UNMUFFLE EFFLMNUU to free from something that muffles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNMUZZLE ELMNUUZZ to remove muzzle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNNEEDED DDEEENNU not needed (to have urgent or essential use for) [adj] 

UNNERVED DEENNRUV UNNERVE, to deprive of courage [v] 

UNNERVES EENNRSUV UNNERVE, to deprive of courage [v] 

UNOPENED DEENNOPU not opened (to cause to become open) [adj] 

UNORNATE AENNORTU not ornate (elaborately or excessively ornamented) [adj] 

UNPACKED ACDEKNPU UNPACK, to remove contents of [v] 

UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

UNPADDED ADDDENPU not padded (to line or stuff with soft material) [adj] 

UNPAIRED ADEINPRU not paired (to arrange in sets of two) [adj] 

UNPARTED ADENPRTU not parted (to divide or break into separate pieces) [adj] 

UNPAYING AGINNPUY not paying (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [adj] 

UNPEELED DEEELNPU not peeled (to strip off outer covering of) [adj] 

UNPEGGED DEEGGNPU UNPEG, to remove pegs from [v] 

UNPENNED DEENNNPU UNPEN, to release from confinement [v] 

UNPEOPLE EELNOPPU to remove people from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNPERSON ENNOPRSU one who is removed completely from recognition [n -S] 

UNPICKED CDEIKNPU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNPILING GIILNNPU UNPILE, to take or disentangle from pile [v] 

UNPINNED DEINNNPU UNPIN, to remove pins from [v] 

UNPITIED DEIINPTU not pitied (to feel pity (sorrow aroused by another's misfortune)) [adj] 

UNPITTED DEINPTTU not pitted (to mark with cavities or depressions) [adj] 

UNPLACED ACDELNPU not placed (to set in particular position) [adj] 

UNPLAITS AILNPSTU UNPLAIT, to undo plaits of [v] 

UNPLAYED ADELNPUY not played (to engage in amusement or sport) [adj] 

UNPLIANT AILNNPTU not pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

UNPLOWED DELNOPUW not plowed (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [adj] 

UNPOETIC CEINOPTU not poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

UNPOISED DEINOPSU not poised (to hold in state of equilibrium) [adj] 
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UNPOLITE EILNOPTU not polite (showing consideration for others) [adj] 

UNPOLLED DELLNOPU not polled (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion) [adj] 

UNPOSTED DENOPSTU not posted (to affix in public place) [adj] 

UNPOTTED DENOPTTU not potted (to put in pot (round, fairly deep container)) [adj] 

UNPRETTY ENPRTTUY not pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

UNPRICED CDEINPRU not priced (to set value on) [adj] 

UNPRIMED DEIMNPRU not primed (to make ready) [adj] 

UNPRIZED DEINPRUZ not prized (to value highly) [adj] 

UNPROBED BDENOPRU not probed (to investigate or examine thoroughly) [adj] 

UNPROVED DENOPRUV not proved (to establish truth or validity of) [adj] 

UNPROVEN ENNOPRUV not proven (to establish truth or validity of) [adj] 

UNPRUNED DENNPRUU not pruned (to cut off branches or parts from) [adj] 

UNPUCKER CEKNPRUU to remove wrinkles from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNPURELY ELNPRUUY not purely (in pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) manner) [adv] 

UNPURGED DEGNPRUU not purged (to purify (to free from impurities)) [adj] 

UNPUZZLE ELNPUUZZ to work out obscured meaning of [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNQUIETS EINQSTUU UNQUIET, state of unrest [n] 

UNQUOTED DENOQTUU UNQUOTE, to close quotation [v] 

UNQUOTES ENOQSTUU UNQUOTE, to close quotation [v] 

UNRAISED ADEINRSU not raised (to move to higher position) [adj] 

UNRANKED ADEKNNRU not ranked (to determine relative position of) [adj] 

UNRAVELS AELNRSUV UNRAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

UNREALLY AELLNRUY not really (actually (existing in fact)) [adv] 

UNREASON AENNORSU to disrupt sanity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNREELED DEEELNRU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNREELER EEELNRRU one that unreels (to unwind from reel) [n -S] 

UNREEVED DEEENRUV UNREEVE, to withdraw rope from opening [v] 

UNREEVES EEENRSUV UNREEVE, to withdraw rope from opening [v] 

UNRENTED DEENNRTU not rented (to tear apart forcibly) [adj] 

UNREPAID ADEINPRU not repaid (to pay back) [adj] 

UNREPAIR AEINPRRU lack of repair [n -S] 

UNRESTED DEENRSTU not rested (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [adj] 

UNRETIRE EEINRRTU to return to work after having taken retirement [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNRHYMED DEHMNRUY not rhymed (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [adj] 

UNRIBBED BBDEINRU not ribbed (to poke fun at) [adj] 

UNRIDDEN DDEINNRU not ridden (to sit on, control, and be conveyed by animal or machine) [adj] 

UNRIDDLE DDEILNRU to solve (to find answer or explanation for) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNRIFLED DEFILNRU not rifled (to search through and rob) [adj] 

UNRIGGED DEGGINRU UNRIG, to divest of rigging [v] 

UNRINSED DEINNRSU not rinsed (to cleanse with clear water) [adj] 

UNRIPELY EILNPRUY UNRIPE, not ripe (fully developed) [adv] 

UNRIPEST EINPRSTU UNRIPE, not ripe [adj] 

UNRIPPED DEINPPRU UNRIP, to rip open [v] 

UNRIVETS EINRSTUV UNRIVET, to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v] 

UNROBING BGINNORU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNROLLED DELLNORU UNROLL, to open something that is rolled up [v] 
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UNROOFED DEFNOORU UNROOF, to strip off roof of [v] 

UNROOTED DENOORTU UNROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

UNROPING GINNOPRU UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNROUNDS DNNORSUU UNROUND, to articulate without rounding lips [v] 

UNRULIER EILNRRUU UNRULY, difficult to control [adj] 

UNRUSHED DEHNRSUU not rushed (to move swiftly) [adj] 

UNRUSTED DENRSTUU not rusted (to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron)) [adj] 

UNSADDLE ADDELNSU to remove saddle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSAFELY AEFLNSUY not safely (free from danger) [adv] 

UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNSAFETY AEFNSTUY lack of safety [n -S] 

UNSALTED ADELNSTU not salted (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [adj] 

UNSAVORY ANORSUVY not savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj] 

UNSAYING AGINNSUY UNSAY, to retract something said [v] 

UNSCALED ACDELNSU not scaled (to climb up or over) [adj] 

UNSCREWS CENRSSUW UNSCREW, to remove screws from [v] 

UNSEALED ADEELNSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEAMED ADEEMNSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEARED ADEENRSU not seared (to burn surface of) [adj] 

UNSEATED ADEENSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSEEDED DDEEENSU not seeded (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [adj] 

UNSEEING EEGINNSU UNSEE, to forget seeing [v] 

UNSEEMLY EELMNSUY not seemly (of pleasing appearance) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ not seized (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [adj] 

UNSERVED DEENRSUV not served (to work for) [adj] 

UNSETTLE EELNSTTU to make unstable [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSEWING EGINNSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 

UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]  

UNSEXING EGINNSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX not sexual (pertaining to sex) [adj] 

UNSHADED ADDEHNSU not shaded (to screen from light or heat) [adj] 

UNSHAKEN AEHKNNSU not shaken (to move to and fro with short, rapid movements) [adj] 

UNSHAMED ADEHMNSU not shamed (to cause to feel painful sense of guilt or degradation) [adj] 

UNSHAPED ADEHNPSU not shaped (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 

UNSHAPEN AEHNNPSU not shapen (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 

UNSHARED ADEHNRSU not shared (to have, get, or use in common with another or others) [adj] 

UNSHAVED ADEHNSUV not shaved (to sever hair close to roots) [adj] 

UNSHAVEN AEHNNSUV not shaven (to sever hair close to roots) [adj] 

UNSHELLS EHLLNSSU UNSHELL, to remove shell from [v] 

UNSHIFTS FHINSSTU UNSHIFT, to release shift key on typewriter [v] 

UNSHRUNK HKNNRSUU not shrunk (to contract or draw back) [adj] 

UNSICKER CEIKNRSU unreliable (not reliable) [adj] 

UNSIFTED DEFINSTU not sifted (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [adj] 

UNSIGHTS GHINSSTU UNSIGHT, to prevent from seeing [v] 

UNSIGNED DEGINNSU not signed (to write one's name on) [adj] 
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UNSILENT EILNNSTU not silent (making no sound or noise) [adj] 

UNSINFUL FILNNSUU not sinful (marked by sin) [adj] 

UNSLAKED ADEKLNSU not slaked (to quench (to put out or extinguish)) [adj] 

UNSLICED CDEILNSU not sliced (to cut into thin, flat pieces) [adj] 

UNSLINGS GILNNSSU UNSLING, to remove from slung position [v] 

UNSMOKED DEKMNOSU not smoked (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [adj] 

UNSNARLS ALNNRSSU UNSNARL, to untangle (to free from tangles) [v] 

UNSOAKED ADEKNOSU not soaked (to wet something thoroughly) [adj] 

UNSOCIAL ACILNOSU not social [adj] 

UNSOILED DEILNOSU not soiled (to make dirty) [adj] 

UNSOLDER DELNORSU to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSOLVED DELNOSUV not solved (to find answer or explanation for) [adj] 

UNSONSIE EINNOSSU unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNSORTED DENORSTU not sorted (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [adj] 

UNSOUGHT GHNOSTUU not sought (to go in search of) [adj] 

UNSOURED DENORSUU not soured (to make or become sour) [adj] 

UNSPEAKS AEKNPSSU UNSPEAK, to unsay (to retract something said) [v] 

UNSPHERE EEHNPRSU to remove from sphere [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNSPOILT ILNOPSTU not spoilt (to impair value or quality of) [adj] 

UNSPOKEN EKNNOPSU UNSPEAK, to unsay (to retract something said) [v] 

UNSPOOLS LNOOPSSU UNSPOOL, to unwind from small cylinder [v] 

UNSPRUNG GNNPRSUU not sprung (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [adj] 

UNSTABLE ABELNSTU not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSTABLY ABLNSTUY not stably (in stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) manner) [adv] 

UNSTACKS ACKNSSTU UNSTACK, to remove from stack [v] 

UNSTATED ADENSTTU UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v] 

UNSTATES AENSSTTU UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v] 

UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

UNSTEADY ADENSTUY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

UNSTEELS EELNSSTU UNSTEEL, to make soft [v] 

UNSTICKS CIKNSSTU UNSTICK, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNSTITCH CHINSTTU to remove stitches from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNSTONED DENNOSTU not stoned (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [adj] 

UNSTRAPS ANPRSSTU UNSTRAP, to remove strap from [v] 

UNSTRESS ENRSSSTU syllable having relatively weak stress [n -ES] 

UNSTRING GINNRSTU to remove from string [v -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UNSTRUNG GNNRSTUU UNSTRING, to remove from string [v] 

UNSTUFFY FFNSTUUY not stuffy (poorly ventilated) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU not subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY not subtly (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adv] 

UNSUITED DEINSTUU not suited (to be appropriate to) [adj] 

UNSURELY ELNRSUUY not surely (certainly (in certain (absolutely confident) manner)) [adv] 

UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

UNSWAYED ADENSUWY not swayed (to move slowly back and forth) [adj] 

UNSWEARS AENRSSUW UNSWEAR, to retract something sworn [v] 

UNTACKED ACDEKNTU UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 
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UNTAGGED ADEGGNTU not tagged (to provide with tag (identifying marker)) [adj] 

UNTANGLE AEGLNNTU to free from tangles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNTANNED ADENNNTU not tanned (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [adj] 

UNTAPPED ADENPPTU not tapped (to strike gently) [adj] 

UNTASTED ADENSTTU not tasted (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [adj] 

UNTAUGHT AGHNTTUU UNTEACH, to cause to unlearn something [v] 

UNTENDED DDEENNTU not tended (to be disposed or inclined) [adj] 

UNTENTED DEENNTTU not probed or attended to [adj] 

UNTESTED DEENSTTU not tested (to evaluate by examination) [adj] 

UNTETHER EEHNRTTU to free from tether [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW thawed [adj] / UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UNTHINKS HIKNNSTU UNTHINK, to dismiss from mind [v] 

UNTHREAD ADEHNRTU to remove thread from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTHRONE EHNNORTU to remove from throne [v -D, -NING, -S] 

UNTIDIED DDEIINTU UNTIDY, to make untidy [v] 

UNTIDIER DEIINRTU UNTIDY, TIDY, neat and orderly [adj] 

UNTIDIES DEIINSTU UNTIDY, to make untidy [v] 

UNTIDILY DIILNTUY not tidily (in tidy (neat and orderly) manner) [adv] 

UNTIEING EGIINNTU UNTIE, to free from something that ties [v] 

UNTILLED DEILLNTU not tilled (to prepare land for crops by plowing) [adj] 

UNTILTED DEILNTTU not tilted (to cause to slant) [adj] 

UNTIMELY EILMNTUY not timely (occurring at the right moment) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNTINGED DEGINNTU not tinged (to emit high-pitched metallic sound) [adj] 

UNTIPPED DEINPPTU not tipped (to tilt (to cause to slant)) [adj] 

UNTIRING GIINNRTU not tiring (to grow tired) [adj] 

UNTITLED DEILNTTU not titled (to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)) [adj] 

UNTOWARD ADNORTUW unruly (difficult to control) [adj] 

UNTRACED ACDENRTU not traced (to follow course of) [adj] 

UNTRACKS ACKNRSTU UNTRACK, to cause to escape from slump [v] 

UNTREADS ADENRSTU UNTREAD, to tread back [v] 

UNTRENDY DENNRTUY not trendy (very fashionable) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNTRUEST ENRSTTUU UNTRUE, TRUE, consistent with fact or reality [adj] 

UNTRUSTY NRSTTUUY not trusty (worthy of trust) [adj] 

UNTRUTHS HNRSTTUU UNTRUTH, something that is untrue [n] 

UNTUCKED CDEKNTUU UNTUCK, to release from being tucked up [v] 

UNTUFTED DEFNTTUU not tufted (to form into tufts (clusters of flexible outgrowths attached at base)) [adj] 

UNTUNING GINNNTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNTURNED DENNRTUU not turned (to move around central point) [adj] 

UNTWINED DEINNTUW UNTWINE, to separate twisted or tangled parts of [v] 

UNTWINES EINNSTUW UNTWINE, to separate twisted or tangled parts of [v] 

UNTWISTS INSSTTUW UNTWIST, to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of) [v] 

UNUNBIUM BIMNNUUU synthetic element [n -S] 

UNUNITED DEINNTUU not united (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

UNUSABLE ABELNSUU not usable (capable of being used) [adj] 

UNUSABLY ABLNSUUY not usably (capable of being used) [adv]  

UNVALUED ADELNUUV not valued (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) [adj] 
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UNVARIED ADEINRUV not varied (to become or make different) [adj] 

UNVEILED DEEILNUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNVEINED DEEINNUV not veined (to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels)) [adj] 

UNVERSED DEENRSUV not versed (to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)) [adj] 

UNVESTED DEENSTUV not vested (to place in control of) [adj] 

UNVIABLE ABEILNUV not viable (capable of living) [adj] 

UNVOICED CDEINOUV UNVOICE, to deprive of voice or vocal quality [v] 

UNVOICES CEINOSUV UNVOICE, to deprive of voice or vocal quality [v] 

UNWALLED ADELLNUW not walled (to provide with wall (upright structure built to enclose area)) [adj] 

UNWANING AGINNNUW not waning (to decrease in size or extent) [adj] 

UNWANTED ADENNTUW not wanted (to have desire for) [adj] 

UNWARIER AEINRRUW UNWARY, WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

UNWARILY AILNRUWY not warily (in wary (watchful (closely observant or alert)) manner) [adv] 

UNWARMED ADEMNRUW not warmed (to make warm) [adj] 

UNWARNED ADENNRUW not warned (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [adj] 

UNWARPED ADENPRUW not warped (to turn or twist out of shape) [adj] 

UNWASHED ADEHNSUW ignorant or underprivileged group [n -S] 

UNWASTED ADENSTUW not wasted (to use thoughtlessly) [adj] 

UNWEANED ADEENNUW not weaned (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [adj] 

UNWEAVES AEENSUVW UNWEAVE, to undo something woven [v] 

UNWEDDED DDDEENUW not wedded (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [adj] 

UNWEEDED DDEEENUW not weeded (to urinate) [adj] 

UNWEIGHT EGHINTUW to reduce weight of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNWELDED DDEELNUW not welded (to join by applying heat) [adj] 

UNWETTED DEENTTUW not wetted (to make wet) [adj] 

UNWIELDY DEILNUWY not wieldy (easily wielded) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

UNWIFELY EFILNUWY not wifely (of or befitting wife) [adj] 

UNWILLED DEILLNUW not willed (to decide upon) [adj] 

UNWINDER DEINNRUW one that unwinds (to reverse winding of) [n -S] 

UNWISDOM DIMNOSUW lack of wisdom [n -S] 

UNWISELY EILNSUWY not wisely (in wise (having wisdom (power of true and right discernment)) manner) [adv] 

UNWISEST EINSSTUW UNWISE, WISE, having wisdom [adj] 

UNWISHED DEHINSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

UNWISHES EHINSSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

UNWITTED DEINTTUW UNWIT, to make insane [v] 

UNWONTED DENNOTUW unusual (not usual) [adj] 

UNWOODED DDENOOUW not wooded (to furnish with wood (hard, fibrous substance beneath bark of tree or shrub)) [adj] 

UNWORKED DEKNORUW not worked (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [adj] 

UNWORTHY HNORTUWY not worthy (having value or merit) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / unworthy person [n -HIES] 

UNYEANED ADEENNUY unborn (not born (having particular qualities from birth)) [adj] 

UNYOKING GIKNNOUY UNYOKE, to free from yoke [v] 

UNZIPPED DEINPPUZ UNZIP, to open zipper of [v] 

UPALONGS AGLNOPSU UPALONG, location away from person or place [n] 

UPBEARER ABEEPRRU one that upbears (to raise aloft) [n -S] 

UPBOILED BDEILOPU UPBOIL, to boil up [v] 

UPBRAIDS ABDIPRSU UPBRAID, to reproach severely [v] 
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UPBUILDS BDILPSUU UPBUILD, to build up [v] 

UPCHUCKS CCHKPSUU UPCHUCK, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

UPCLIMBS BCILMPSU UPCLIMB, to climb up [v] 

UPCOILED CDEILOPU UPCOIL, to coil up [v] 

UPCOMING CGIMNOPU about to happen or appear [adj] 

UPCURLED CDELPRUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UPCURVED CDEPRUUV UPCURVE, to curve upward [v] 

UPCURVES CEPRSUUV UPCURVE, to curve upward [v] 

UPCYCLED CCDELPUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v]  

UPCYCLES CCELPSUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v]  

UPDARTED ADDEPRTU UPDART, to dart up [v] 

UPDATERS ADEPRSTU UPDATER, one that updates (to bring up to date) [n] 

UPDATING ADGINPTU UPDATE, to bring up to date [v] 

UPDIVING DGIINPUV UPDIVE, to spring upward [v] 

UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S] 

UPDRAFTS ADFPRSTU UPDRAFT, upward movement of air [n] 

UPDRYING DGINPRUY UPDRY, to dry completely [v] 

UPENDING DEGINNPU UPEND, to set or stand on end [v] 

UPFLINGS FGILNPSU UPFLING, to fling up [v] 

UPFLOWED DEFLOPUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPFOLDED DDEFLOPU UPFOLD, to fold up [v] 

UPGATHER AEGHPRTU to gather up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPGAZING AGGINPUZ UPGAZE, to gaze up [v] 

UPGIRDED DDEGIPRU UPGIRD, to gird completely [v] 

UPGRADED ADDEGPRU UPGRADE, to raise to higher grade or standard [v] 

UPGRADER ADEGPRRU one that upgrades (to raise to higher grade or standard) [n -S] 

UPGRADES ADEGPRSU UPGRADE, to raise to higher grade or standard [v] 

UPGROWTH GHOPRTUW process of growing up [n -S] 

UPHEAPED ADEEHPPU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPHEAVAL AAEHLPUV act of upheaving (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVED ADEEHPUV UPHEAVE, to heave up [v] 

UPHEAVER AEEHPRUV one that upheaves (to heave up) [n -S] 

UPHEAVES AEEHPSUV UPHEAVE, to heave up [v] 

UPHOARDS ADHOPRSU UPHOARD, to hoard up [v] 

UPHOLDER DEHLOPRU one that upholds (to hold aloft) [n -S] 

UPLANDER ADELNPRU inhabitant of upland [n -S] 

UPLEAPED ADEELPPU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPLIFTED DEFILPTU UPLIFT, to lift up [v] 

UPLIFTER EFILPRTU one that uplifts (to lift up) [n -S] 

UPLIGHTS GHILPSTU UPLIGHT, to light to higher degree [v] 

UPLINKED DEIKLNPU UPLINK, to transmit (data) to spacecraft or satellite [v] 

UPLOADED ADDELOPU UPLOAD, to transfer information from small computer to larger computer [v] 

UPMARKET AEKMPRTU upscale [adj] 

UPPERCUT CEPPRTUU to strike upward blow [v UPPERCUT, -ING, -S] 

UPPILING GIILNPPU UPPILE, to pile up [v] 

UPPISHLY HILPPSUY UPPISH, uppity (tending to be snobbish and arrogant) [adv] 
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UPRAISED ADEIPRSU UPRAISE, to raise up [v] 

UPRAISER AEIPRRSU one that upraises (to raise up) [n -S] 

UPRAISES AEIPRSSU UPRAISE, to raise up [v] 

UPRATING AGINPRTU UPRATE, to improve power output of engine [v] 

UPREARED ADEEPRRU UPREAR, to upraise (to raise up) [v] 

UPRIGHTS GHIPRSTU UPRIGHT, to make vertical [v] 

UPRISERS EIPRRSSU UPRISER, one that uprises (to rise up) [n] 

UPRISING GIINPRSU revolt [n -S] / UPRISE, to rise up [v] 

UPRIVERS EIPRRSUV UPRIVER, area lying toward source of river [n] 

UPROOTAL ALOOPRTU act of uprooting (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROOTED DEOOPRTU UPROOT, to pull up by roots [v] 

UPROOTER EOOPRRTU one that uproots (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROUSED DEOPRSUU UPROUSE, to rouse up [v] 

UPROUSES EOPRSSUU UPROUSE, to rouse up [v] 

UPRUSHED DEHPRSUU UPRUSH, to rush up [v] 

UPRUSHES EHPRSSUU UPRUSH, to rush up [v] 

UPSCALED ACDELPSU UPSCALE, to make appealing to affluent consumers [v] 

UPSCALES ACELPSSU UPSCALE, to make appealing to affluent consumers [v] 

UPSETTER EEPRSTTU one that upsets (to overturn (to turn over)) [n -S] 

UPSHIFTS FHIPSSTU UPSHIFT, to shift into higher gear [v] 

UPSHOOTS HOOPSSTU UPSHOOT, to shoot upward [v] 

UPSILONS ILNOPSSU UPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

UPSIZING GIINPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSKILLS IKLLPSSU UPSKILL, to improve job skills of someone [v] 

UPSLOPES ELOPPSSU UPSLOPE, upward slope [n] 

UPSOARED ADEOPRSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSPRANG AGNPPRSU UPSPRING, to spring up [v] 

UPSPRING GINPPRSU to spring up [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPSPRUNG GNPPRSUU UPSPRING, to spring up [v] 

UPSTAGED ADEGPSTU UPSTAGE, to outdo theatrically [v] 

UPSTAGER AEGPRSTU one that upstages (to outdo theatrically) [n -S] 

UPSTAGES AEGPSSTU UPSTAGE, to outdo theatrically [v] 

UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv] 

UPSTANDS ADNPSSTU UPSTAND, to stand up on one's feet [v] 

UPSTARED ADEPRSTU UPSTARE, to stare upward [v] 

UPSTARES AEPRSSTU UPSTARE, to stare upward [v] 

UPSTARTS APRSSTTU UPSTART, to spring up suddenly [v] 

UPSTATER AEPRSTTU inhabitant of upstate region [n -S] 

UPSTATES AEPSSTTU UPSTATE, northern region of state [n] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

UPSTROKE EKOPRSTU upward stroke [n -S] 

UPSURGED DEGPRSUU UPSURGE, to surge up [v] 

UPSURGES EGPRSSUU UPSURGE, to surge up [v] 

UPSWEEPS EEPPSSUW UPSWEEP, to sweep upward [v] 

UPSWELLS ELLPSSUW UPSWELL, to swell up [v] 

UPSWINGS GINPSSUW UPSWING, to swing upward [v] 
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UPTALKED ADEKLPTU UPTALK, to speak with rising intonation [v] 

UPTEMPOS EMOPPSTU UPTEMPO, fast or lively tempo [n] 

UPTHROWN HNOPRTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 

UPTHROWS HOPRSTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 

UPTHRUST HPRSTTUU to thrust up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPTILTED DEILPTTU UPTILT, to tilt upward [v] 

UPTOSSED DEOPSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

UPTOWNER ENOPRTUW one that lives uptown [n -S] 

UPTRENDS DENPRSTU UPTREND, tendency upward or toward growth [n] 

UPTURNED DENPRTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

UPWAFTED ADEFPTUW UPWAFT, to waft upward [v] 

UPWARDLY ADLPRUWY UPWARD, toward higher place or position [adv] 

UPWELLED DEELLPUW UPWELL, to well up [v] 

URAEMIAS AAEIMRSU URAEMIA, uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n] 

URAEUSES AEERSSUU URAEUS, figure of sacred serpent on headdress of ancient Egyptian rulers [n] 

URALITES AEILRSTU URALITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

URALITIC ACIILRTU URALITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

URANIDES ADEINRSU URANIDE, uranium (radioactive element) [n] 

URANISMS AIMNRSSU URANISM, homosexuality [n] 

URANITES AEINRSTU URANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

URANITIC ACIINRTU URANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

URANIUMS AIMNRSUU URANIUM, radioactive element [n] 

URANYLIC ACILNRUY URANYL, bivalent radical [adj] 

URBANELY ABELNRUY URBANE, refined and elegant [adv] 

URBANEST ABENRSTU URBANE, refined and elegant [adj] 

URBANISE ABEINRSU to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

URBANISM ABIMNRSU lifestyle of city dwellers [n -S] 

URBANIST ABINRSTU specialist in city planning [n -S] 

URBANITE ABEINRTU one who lives in city [n -S] 

URBANITY ABINRTUY quality of being urbane (refined and elegant) [n -TIES] 

URBANIZE ABEINRUZ to cause to take on urban characteristics [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

UREDINIA ADEIINRU UREDINIUM, pustule formed by rust fungus infection [n] / uredia (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [n UREDINIA] 

URETERAL AEELRRTU URETER, duct that conveys urine from kidney to bladder [adj] 

URETERIC CEEIRRTU URETER, duct that conveys urine from kidney to bladder [adj] 

URETHANE AEEHNRTU to treat with urethane (finish) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

URETHANS AEHNRSTU URETHAN, urethane [n] 

URETHRAE AEEHRRTU URETHRA, duct through which urine is discharged from bladder [n] 

URETHRAL AEHLRRTU URETHRA, duct through which urine is discharged from bladder [adj] 

URETHRAS AEHRRSTU URETHRA, duct through which urine is discharged from bladder [n] 

URGENTLY EGLNRTUY URGENT, requiring immediate attention [adv] 

URGINGLY GGILNRUY in urging manner [adv] 

URIDINES DEIINRSU URIDINE, chemical compound [n] 

URINATED ADEINRTU URINATE, to discharge urine [v] 

URINATES AEINRSTU URINATE, to discharge urine [v] 

URINATOR AINORRTU one that urinates (to discharge urine) [n -S] 
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URINEMIA AEIIMNRU uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n -S] 

URINEMIC CEIIMNRU URINEMIA, uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [adj] 

UROBORIC BCIOORRU UROBOROS, circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [adj] 

UROBOROS BOOORRSU circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [n -ES] 

UROCHORD CDHOORRU rodlike structure in certain lower vertebrates [n -S] 

URODELES DEELORSU URODELE, type of amphibian (cold-blooded animal that grows from juvenile water-breathing form to adult air-breathing form) [n] 

UROGRAMS AGMORRSU UROGRAM, X-ray of part of urinary tract [n] 

UROLITHS HILORSTU UROLITH, concretion in urinary tract [n] 

UROLOGIC CGILOORU UROLOGY, branch of medicine dealing with urinary tract [adj] 

UROPODAL ADLOOPRU UROPOD, abdominal limb of arthropod [adj] 

UROPYGIA AGIOPRUY humps from which birds' tail feathers grow [n UROPYGIA] 

UROSCOPY COOPRSUY analysis of urine as means of diagnosis [n -PIES] 

UROSTYLE ELORSTUY part of vertebral column of frogs and toads [n -S] 

URSIFORM FIMORRSU having form of bear [adj] 

URTICANT ACINRTTU urticating substance [n -S] 

URTICATE ACEIRTTU to cause itching or stinging [v -D, -TING, -S] 

URUSHIOL HILORSUU toxic liquid [n -S] 

USAUNCES ACENSSUU USAUNCE, usance (usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure)) [n] 

USEFULLY EFLLSUUY USEFUL, serving purpose [adv] 

USERNAME AEEMNRSU identifying sequence of characters used for logging on to computer system [n -S] 

USHERING EGHINRSU USHER, to conduct to place [v] 

USQUABAE AABEQSUU usquebae (whiskey (liquor)) [n -S] 

USQUEBAE ABEEQSUU whiskey (liquor) [n -S] 

USTULATE AELSTTUU scorched [adj] 

USUFRUCT CFRSTUUU legal right to use another's property so long as it is not damaged or altered [n -S] 

USURIOUS IORSSUUU practicing usury (lending of money at exorbitant interest rate) [adj] 

USURPERS EPRRSSUU USURPER, one that usurps (to seize and hold without legal authority) [n] 

USURPING GINPRSUU USURP, to seize and hold without legal authority [v] 

UTENSILS EILNSSTU UTENSIL, useful implement [n] 

UTERUSES EERSSTUU UTERUS, organ of female mammals [n] 

UTILIDOR DIILORTU insulated system of pipes for use in arctic regions [n -S] 

UTILISED DEIILSTU UTILISE, to utilize (to make use of) [v] 

UTILISER EIILRSTU utilizer (one that utilizes (to make use of)) [n -S] 

UTILISES EIILSSTU UTILISE, to utilize (to make use of) [v] 

UTILIZED DEIILTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of [v] 

UTILIZER EIILRTUZ one that utilizes (to make use of) [n -S] 

UTILIZES EIILSTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of [v] 

UTOPIANS AINOPSTU UTOPIAN, one who believes in perfectibility of human society [n] 

UTOPISMS IMOPSSTU UTOPISM, body of ideals or principles of utopian [n] 

UTOPISTS IOPSSTTU UTOPIST, utopian (one who believes in perfectibility of human society) [n] 

UTRICLES CEILRSTU UTRICLE, saclike cavity in inner ear [n] 

UTRICULI CIILRTUU utricles (saclike cavity in inner ear) [n UTRICULI] 

UTTERERS EERRSTTU UTTERER, one that utters (to give audible expression to) [n] 

UTTERING EGINRTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to [v] 

UVULARLY ALLRUUVY with use of uvula [adv] 

UVULITIS IILSTUUV inflammation of uvula [n -ES] 
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UXORIOUS IOORSUUX excessively submissive or devoted to one's wife [adj] 
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